
ON-TRUX ROLL-OFF SYSTEM
Tandem Axle

Taking the original waste/refuse roll-off concept to a  
whole new level of applications and possibilities.

Hot-Dipped Galvanized Finish
(longer working life)

Front & Rear Lock Mechanisms
(ensure a secure load every time)

75,000 LB
Double-Acting Hoist Cylinder

(more powerful lift)

23 Degree Load/Unload Angle
(for overhead restrictions)

Patented Retractable Stinger (retractable tail)
(improves dump angle for better bin cleanout)

In-Cab and Exterior Controls
(for operator ease and safety - optional wireless remote available)

Brandt is proud to offer the Camex heavy-duty On-Trux roll-off system, ideal for 
contractors, waste, and recycling handlers. On-Trux is especially effective in tight spaces, 
offering fast and efficient bin pick up of 10-, 20-, 30- & 40-yard bins.

The patented retractable stinger (retractable tail) increase the dumping angle up to 53 
degrees (on par with the dump angle of a traditional dump truck) for better emptying of 
bins and accommodating trailer hook-up. On-Trux is the first in fully galvanized roll-off 
systems - providing unmatched corrosion protection. Hot-dip galvanizing goes in places 
paint just can’t go, protecting the On-Trux system on the inside and out for decades.

CAMEX ON-TRUX roll-off systems can be 
installed on most tandem axle chassis.



Transform your work truck into a WORKFORCE  
with a Camex On-Trux roll-off system

For more information:  
Call us at 1-780-955-2770
Fax us at 1-780-955-3735
Or visit us at www.camex.com

Brandt Truck Rigging & Trailers
1806 2 Street  
Nisku, AB, Canada  
T9E 0W8

We have the INVENTORY and the means to get you up and running... On Your Terms.FLEXIBLE SOLUTIONS

Quick change bodies include:
Open and closed containers
Recycling containers
Flat decks - Equipment hauler decks
Water tankers and sprayer decks

Options include:
Galvanized fenders, poly fenders, LED 
lighting packages, tool boxes, air joystick 
controls, tarp systems, and more.

Add an On-Trux system to your fleet and enjoy the 
benefits of a multipurpose unit that will handle a 
multitude of tasks with interchangeable bins, flat decks, 
dump bodies, van bodies, vac tanks, salter/spreaders, 
sea-containers and much, much more.

Change bodies in less than 5 minutes.


